
LD2.zero OPPORTUNITY  
After the first issuance of the publicly-available LD2 digital tokens, a “version zero”, as an ERC-20 token 
LD2.zero has now migrated to the WAX blockchain (powered by EOSIO). This very limited token is e offered 
for WAX tokens initially and helps ensure/fund full operational functionality before larger issuances. Each 
issued token has its storage and insurance prepaid for ten (10) years from the token issue date with reserved 
silver held at the third-party vault. Token holders can redeem their precious metals/silver at any time. 
 Unlike the future open-issue LD2.silver tokens, only 10,000 LD2.zero tokens were issued and backed by a 
limited edition, one troy ounce brilliant uncirculated (BU) .999 fine silver coin with the stunning  
20th Anniversary Liberty Dollar design. LD2.zero tokens are currently listed on the Alcor decentralized 
exchange. The tokens can also be transferred peer-to-peer through WAX-compatible wallets.  
 By participating in LD2.zero now you will not only secure the best opportunity to purchase a true 
numismatic specimen but support a new vision of Liberty Dollar and the viability of a value-based currency. 

Each LD2.zero one troy ounce .999 silver coin with a digital token receipt is offered for $50. 
 

ADDITIONAL DETAILS ARE PROVIDED IN THE LD2 WHITE PAPER AT LD2COIN.IO
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INTRODUCTION 
LD2 is an asset-backed digital 
token protocol that facilitates 
vaulted, physical ownership of 
precious metals. LD2 embodies 
the spirit, methodology, principles 
and community of the original  
Liberty Dollar currency. Building 
on this predecessor, LD2 aims to 
function as a “stablecoin” – a 
globally liquid, value-stable, low-
volatility cryptocurrency, without a 
central bank, 100% backed by 
physical precious metals. 
 The LD2 digital token 
functions as a blockchain-based 
digital warehouse receipt, with the silver-backing on 
deposit with a third-party vault and an independent 
auditor providing a monthly audit of all holdings on 
deposit at the vault. The auditor works on behalf of 
token holders to verify that all issued tokens are 
backed by the specified  amount of assets. For 
LD2.zero this third-party vaulting verification and 
independent auditing ensures there is exactly one 
troy ounce of .999 fine physical silver in the vault for 

each token issued at all times – independent of 
token ownership. 
 As a digital warehouse receipt, every LD2 token 
is redeemable through the third-party depository for 
the precious metal on deposit. Physical redemption 
not only structures LD2’s economics and value 
proposition, but builds trust with token holders, 
something badly needed within the existing 
cryptocurrency market/ecosystem.

LD2.ZERO 
THE EOS/WAX ISSUANCE OF LD2, AN ASSET-BACKED DIGITAL TOKEN 


